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A Tesla driver ran a red light and slammed into 2 pedestrians, killing ... Investigators said the woman was driving a rented Tesla
Model 3 ... She rented the Tesla Model 3 Saturday afternoon on the car-sharing app Getaround.. The Tesla involved in the
deadly pedestrian accident in San ... Getaround said they rent to drivers 19 and older unless it's a "specialty" car.. A 21-year-old
woman struck a husband and wife after running a red light, killing the husband. This is the second deadly pedestrian accident
in .... After hours of questioning, SFPD walked the suspected Tesla driver, ... after the rented Tesla hit 2 pedestrians, killing one
and injuring the other. ... Model 3 and another Tesla through Get Around, a car rental sharing service.. The Tesla driver then hit
the two pedestrians in the crosswalk before spinning ... The Tesla was rented from car sharing site Getaround, which ....
Getaround: Mashable — Tesla driver kills pedestrian with Getaround rental ... Getaround: TechCrunch — Getaround acquires
European car rental platform Drivy .... The car-sharing service named Getaround is renting out Tesla car's through its app to the
users but it seems that driving these cars is a little too breezy for some .... The driver of the vehicle was arrested after the
incident. ... A Sunday afternoon collision that killed one man and seriously injured a woman occurred after the driver allegedly
drove a 2018 Tesla Model 3 rented from carshare company Getaround through a red light. ... Public Works Vehicle Kills
Pedestrian.. SAN FRANCISCO (CBS SF) — One pedestrian is dead and another is ... a Tesla, which was rented out by the
owner using the Getaround car-sharing app. The woman driving the Tesla was apparently speeding and ran a red .... The driver
allegedly hit and killed a pedestrian and seriously injured his ... a Tesla rented through the peer-to-peer car rental service
getaround, .... ... vehicle and two pedestrians. One of the victims, Benjamin Dean, died from the accident. The Tesla vehicle was
rented via the app Getaround .... On Monday, the driver of the Tesla was identified by police as 21-year-old Kelsey ... the Tesla
she was driving stuck two pedestrians, killing one of them. ... rented the Tesla from peer-to-peer rental service Getaround over
the .... Getting behind the wheel of a Tesla rented through Getaround's car-sharing app is a breeze — perhaps too much so. On
Sunday, a 22-year-old driver allegedly ran a red light in San Francisco's Tenderloin neighborhood, crashing a rented Tesla into
another car before striking two .... "It's not a type of car that most people just go rent arbitrarily and get into and ... Tesla driver
in San Francisco crash that killed man from Central Valley used Getaround app · MAP: Here are the highest-injury intersections
in San Francisco · Pedestrian advocates say more needed to get to Vision Zero after .... A man was killed and his wife in critical
condition. ... Cooper causing both vehicles to lose control" before striking two pedestrians, San Francisco ... (MORE: Tesla's
Autopilot blamed by driver for accident, police say) ... Cambridge rented the Tesla through an app called Getaround, acts as a
kind of Airbnb for .... The car-sharing service named Getaround is renting out Tesla car's through its app to the users but it
seems that driving these cars is a little too .... Tesla driver kills pedestrian with Getaround rental. mashable.com/articl... Tesla
driver kills pedestrian with Getaround rental · comment. share. save hide report.. Was speeding Tesla driving in autopilot when
it ran a red light and killed a ... The car was rented through the peer-to-peer car rental service Get Around. ... this accident
would be the third involving a Tesla killing a pedestrian, .... Widow Of Man Killed In Tenderloin Tesla Crash Says 'It's Been
Really Hard' ... The lone driver believed by the SFPD to be responsible in the crash is ... Cambridge was renting the Tesla via
the app Getaround at the time ... increased pedestrian-safety measures in and around the Tenderloin neighborhood.. Woman, 21,
ID'd as Tesla driver who hit couple in crosswalk, killing man ... of the Telsa had rented the car from an online app called
Getaround. 4cb7db201b 
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